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ABSTRACT

A. new approach to the improvement ot paging systems performance is presented. The method is especially suited to those
system which have a relatively smail page size. It consists of
defining for each program clusters of pages that will always be
fetched into memory and returned to the secondary store as a
single entity. The algorithm buildic.g these clusters takes into
account the memory policy under which programs are to run and
operates upon data extracted from a trace of the program being
reorganized and attempts to minimize its space~tim.e product.
We prove that our algorithm simultaneously minimizes linear
combinations of upper and lower bounds tor page fault frequency
and mean memory occupancy of all programs to be run under a
working set policy, provided that the paging behavior of the pro·
gram can be described by a stochastic model haVing a steadystate solution.. These claims are confirmed by empirical evidence
obtained from. lraceoodriven simulations. which. show that the
method can substantially improve the performance of some programs running under a working set policy.
Index Terms: VLrtual memory, paging. prefetching, program
behavior, program restructuring, strategy-oriented restructur-ing. space-time product.

A cClllc1emed version of this :;lapel' "It'8S presented at the IEEE COlilPSAC, Chicago, mmais,
vember 18-20, 1981.
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1. Introduction
One of the most- difficult decisions facing the designer of paged virtual.
memory systems is the choice of the proper page size [14] [12] [11] [15]. On

one band. small page sizes are known to reduce internal fragmentation and to
minjrnjz.e the memory occupancy of programs. Larger page sizes, on the other
hand, allow more information to be brought into memory in a single I/O operalion. This makes larger page sizes especially attractive for systems using a
disk unit as secondary store since these devices have a rather slow positional
addressing mechanism and a high transfer rate. The effectiveness of a large

page size depends however on the likelihood that the additional i.lJ.formation
brought into memory will be referenced in the near future. This depends on
the referencing behavior of each individual program and. more specifically, on
thelr degree of spatial locality. Since this spatial locality does not normally
extent beyond the limits of each individual procedure", there is no point of
increasing the page sizes much above this limit. (From this viewpoint.

segmen~

tation. where the number and the sizes of segments directly reflect the organization of programs. is clearly superior to paging.)
One could thus safely say that there is no such thing as an ideal page size.

2.

A tempting solution is then to settle for a relatively small page size but to allow
more than one page to be brought into memory at fault time. This is known as
prefetch-i3tg.

2. Pre/etching and its Limitations
Prefetching attempts to reduce the frequency of page faults by fetchiDg
pages into memory before they are referenced and cause a fault. The most
general pretetch policies would be able to anticipate future page faults and
decide when it would be time to bring a given page into memory. Such policies
would require collecting a lot of information and would be d.i.:tIicult to implement. A. more feasible approach would then be to prefetch pages only at fault
times. This technique-known as dema.nd prefetching- has been studied by
several authors [14] (1] [18] [22] [20] [21] [16] aod has been successtully

implemented on some systems, among which VAX. VMS [4].
The main interest of demand prefetcbing vs. increasing the page size is to
allow more control on the amount of information transferred into memory at
each page fault. To keep comparable transfer costs. one must however ensure
that all pages fetched together can be brought into memor'y in a single I/O
operation: this will be the case it these pages are stored sequentially on the
secondary store.
Dependlng on the way the prefetched pages are selected, one can distinguish two broad classes of pretetching policies. "Naive" policies only attempt
to pretetch pages that have contiguous Virtual addresses. These policies only
require that pages With contiguous addresses should be stored sequentially on
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the secondary store. They are relatively easy to implement and have been
found to perform very successfully for hierarchical data bases. which are
known'to exhibit a very strong sequential behavior [20]. When applied to programs, these policies tend however to be not much more effective than simply

increasing the page size [l4.] [21].
More sophisticated pre retching policies allow to fetch pages that do not
have consecutive Virtual addresses [1]. Such schemes obviously require much
more information gathering on program behavior and referencing patterns.
Since each cluster of pages fetched together should ideally reside in contiguous locations on the secondary store, these schemes could also require an
extensive reorganization of the program. lay-out in the secondary store.
Besides, the task ot managing the secondary store is also made more complex
if these clusters can have any arbitrary size.

An important limitation to the efficiency of pure prefetching schemes lies
in the

~act

that prefetching policies do not affect the ultimate fate of pages

alter they are brought into memory. So, once a page is fetched. one cannot do
anything to ensure that the pOage will stay in memory until it is referenced.
A better solution 'Would thus be to make both fetch and replacement

poli~

cies aware of cluster existence. Then. all memory allocation decisions would
be made at the cluster level and the information gathered by the replacement
policy on individual page behaViors could be used to modify dynamically the
composition of clusters. Bennett and Franaczek, for instance, have proposed a
scheme, known as Permutation Clustering [2], where all transfers between the
main memory and the secondary store involve dxed size clusters
4

o~

pages.

4-.

The composition of these clusters can be dynamically altered during program
execution by permuting pages between blocks residing in memory. In another
scheme, advanced by Pooch [18], dynamic clusters of "time and reference"
related pages are build at run time. When a page fault occurs. all pages
belonging to the cluster contajnjng the faulting page are brought into memory
while page frames holding pages not in that cluster are returned to the

memory management system.
Pooch's algorithm. does

IlOt

Unlike Bennett and Franaczek's method,

attempt to modify the location of pages in the

secondary store.
The main problem With such schemes lies in the time and space overhead
required for the continuous monitoring of page references and the dynamic
updating af page clusters. (On that account. Bennett and Franaczek's

Permu~

tatioD. Clustering fares better than Pooch' oS' algoMthm, more sophisticated and
therefore more cumbersome.)
These problems. inherent to all on-line page clustering algorithms
prompted us to investigate the reasibility of off-li:ne procedures.

In this

respect. a great deal of insight can be acquired by looking at program

restruc~

turing techniques.

Program restructuring [3] [12] [7J [9] [17] attempts to rearrange the
various blocks of code or data constituting a program in such a way that blocks
with the strongest mutual "affinities" will be stored:' into the same page or the
same segment. Depending on the way these affinities are defined, several
aspects of program performance, like its fault frequency or its memory occupancy. can be improved.

5.

Because of the extremely high overhead required for continuously moni~
taring the behavior of programs at the block level [10]. practically all program
restructuring algorithms are strictly off-line procedures. The validity ot this
approach has been demonstrated in several experiments [12] [7] [8] shoWing

that the benefits of the restructuring process are rather insensitive to change
in input data, making

thus continuous monitoring of program behavior

unnecessary.
3. An Alternative: OO.,Line Clustering

3.1. General Philosophy
Otr-line clustering attempts to improve the behavior of programs in paging

environments by constructing off·lf:nrz optimal-or near-optimal-clusters of
pages tb..at will be later handled as indivisible entities by the system's memory
management policy. As page clusters are constructed off-line, our method
requires very little modifications to the system's memory policies, which must
only be aware ot the page-to-cluster mapping for performing its fetch and
replacement tasks. These moditications
would also allow the implementation of lesser sophisticated schemes, like clustering only pages with contiguous virtual addresses. which may be indicated for
programs a priori known to have a sequential behavior.
In order to transfer efficiently clusters ot pages within the memory bierar·
chy, one has to ensure that all pages of each cluster are stored in contiguous
locations on the secondary store. Although this will complicate the task of
managing the secondary store. one should point that sequential block

6.

allocation is also required by "warm start" fetch policies. which should be a
part of any efficient virtual memory management scheme.
Anyways, the crucial part of the technique consists of the procedure used
to identify clusters and this procedure will be therefore the focus of the
remainder of the paper.
3.2. The Cluster Identification Procedure
The purpose of the cluster identification procedure is to find the best possible grouping of pages into clusters with respect to some index measuring the
program's performance in a paged environment. This problem is essentially
equivalent to the problem of restructuring a program to be run in a segmented
virtual memory system [18], the only difference being that that elementary

blocks considered in the segmented case can be of any arbitrary size.
Our approach will thus closely follow the one we sketched in [18J for constructing l."estructurtng algorithms tailol."ed to segmentation environments.
First, we will gather information on the dynamic behaviol." of the pl."ogl."am to be
processed-ideally by collecting one Ol." sevel."a! page reference strings. Then we
Will use this i.n1'ol."Dlation to build an a.ffinity matri3:. each element of which. will
represent the cost of keeping two pages in separate clusters. (A negative
a1Iini.ty between two pages thus signifies that the two pages should not belong
to the same cluster.) Finally, a clustering algol."ithm is applied to the matrix
and the resulting clustel."s identitled.
As it has been consistently observed ,with pl."ogram restructuring

algo~

rithms. the overall perfol'ID.ance of such a scheme mostly depends on the algo-
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ritbm used to COIlStruct the affinity matrix. Moreover, the grouping of two

unrelated pages in the same cluster will normally increase both page traffic

and memory occupancy and thus worsen the program's performance. It is
therefore very important to base our definition ot inter-page affinities on a
comprehensive indicator

ot

the program's performance. Among all popular

indicators of program performance, the space·time product criterion is the

only one to satisfy this condition. Since it had also been used very successfully
in the context at program restructuring tailored to segmentation environ·

mants [18], it was only natural to make the same choice here.
3.3. Constructing the Affinity Matrix
The space-time product criterion measures the performance of a program
in a virtual memory environment by the integral of its main memory storage

costs over all time intervals during which the program. was either running or
waiting for a transfer from secondary store to main memory.
Unlike what is done for pure paging enVironments, we will have to take into
account the fact that the time required to service a fault will depend here on
the size m of the cluster brought into memory at that time. More precisely, if
Sp

is the page size, the average time T1JJ required to service the fault Will be

given by
Tw = n + m.T~.sl'
where Tt is the mean access time of the secondary store and Te the mean time

to transfer one data unit.
Let now S(u) denote the memory occupancy of a program. at a given time
'U..

The space·time product characterizing the behavior of the program being

B.

executed in a paging environment with clustering during a vi:rtual time interval,
(0, t) is given by

,

"
c= J S(",)a:", + 2:

S(tj).(T,+17tj.T, ...-p)
o
L
where r is the total number ot page faults occurring during (a,

•

t',

t j the time

of the j-th page fault and TTl.; the size of cluster brought into memory at the jth fault time.
Consider tor a moment the behavior of a program before any attempt has
been made to cluster pages into larger transfer unitS'. For a given memory policy. it is normally possible to predict which pages of a program will reside in

.

memory at any time of a given run of a program. Define thw the resident set
ot pages of a program at time t as the set of pages that are guaranteed to be
present in memory while the t-th instruction is pl"ocessed.
As we pointed out earlier. the decision to store two pages in the same clustel' can have both beneficial and detrimental effects on the performance of the
program. Since these etfects Will be directly reflected by corresponding variations of its space-time product, we can evaluate the resultant of these variations for each pair of pages i and j by examining the program's reference pat·
terns. That value will be, by definition, the element

l7.j;

of the clustering

matrix.
Suppose, for instance, that page j is referenced. while not being member
of the current resident set of pages. In the absence of any clustering, this
reference would necessarily result in a page fault. Suppose now that page j
belonged to a cluster containing only pages that were in the same situation.
Then, the cluster conta.ining page j would not be present in memory and the

9.

page fault become a alust..,. fa'lJ1.!:. On the otber hand. should page

i have

belonged to a cluster containing at least one page that was currently in the
resident set of pages, the cluster would have been present in memory and. the
page fault avoided. This would be redected in the space-time product of the

restructured program as a saving ot
a=S(t).(T, + T,.sp)
space-time-units. where S(t) is the current memory occupancy of the program

and sp the page size.
Suppose now that page i belonged to a cluster k containjng other pages
and that some of them were active during a time interval M during which page
i was inactive. Then page i would be residing in memory during that time

interval although its presence in memory was not necessary. This would be
reflected in the space-time product of the program as a waste of
P = sp.M
space-time units, where Sp is the page size.

Similarly, each time the cluster would be brought into memory because
some page of that cluster. dillerent from page i, was referenced after having
been inactive for a while, page i would be fetched into memory although the
presence of page i in memory was not requested.
unwanted increase ot the program' s

space~time

additional space-time units.
Thus.

(1)

each time a page fault occurs, we should

This will result in an

product by
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increment by S(t).T, all the entries of A that correspond to the pairs
of pages contajnjng a page already in memory and the page causing

the page lault.
decrement by Set, ).T~ .s1' all the entries of A that correspond to the
pairs of pages contajnjng a page n.ot residing in memory and the page

causing the page lault;
(2) at each reference. we should decrement by

sp,

Tm all the entries of A that

correspond to the pairs where one page resides in memory and the other

does not.
4. Formal Definition of the Algorithm

Let
(r l ,r2, ... ,Tn ) be a page l"eference string collected during one run of the

program to be restructured.
51'

the page size,

Set) the memory space occupied by the program while processing the
t-th reference (this size obviously depend on the page-la-cluster mapping).
Rp (t) the resident set of pages at time t, i. e. while processing the t-th

relerence (we assume R.(l)=lrI!) ..

T", the mean inter-reference time,
T, the mean access time of the secondary store.
Tt the mean time to transfer one data unit,

The atfinily matrix A = (lI.Li) has all zero entries initially and is constructed
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in tb.e follo1riDg war.
(a) For all t from 1 to 11. do
it T,.ER. (t -1) then (0 pege fault 0)
inorement by el=S (t ).( T, + T, .sp) all "<f's suob. that i«R.(t) and
j=Tt;

Il;

deorement by r-S(t).T, .s. all "<t'S suob. that i.ER. (t) and j

=r,:

deorement by p=s•. Tm all "<1's suob. that iJOR.(t) and j ER. (t)
od:
(b) For all i and all j <i do
"<;: = ";<: = "<t + eli<
od.
Note that the algorithm we have described can be applied to ali memory
policies tor which it is possible to COnstLUct the resident set of pages R;J(t)
and the memory space Set)

~ccupied by

the program at time t. To obtain the

balanced clustering algorithm tailored to a speciftc memory pollcy. like the
Balanced Working Set for the working set policy or the Balanced PSI for the
global LRU policy, one has only to specify the proper expressions for Rp(t) and

Set).
5. Implementation Considerations
A tew problems will arise with the above scheme when one attempts to

lmplementa given balanced algorithm. First, ret us point out that S(t), whicb.
is appears in the expressions tor a and

p, depends on the page-la-cluster map-

p1ng and will thus be impossible to evaluate at restructuring time; the simplest
solution will then be to replace S(t) by a constant value § that will be some
estimate ot the program mean memory occupancy S.
Another modiflcation will involve the cost of nmnjng the algorithm. The
most time-consuming part of ,thi?' algorithm here will be the one where all ele·
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ments "'1 01 A corresponding to ani£Rp(t) and aj£Rp(t) are decremented
by sp.Tm after each reference. A samp.li.ng technique will then be used and the
aloremec.tioned routine will thus be performed once every K memory refer·

eneas.
A last modi:flcation and can be made whenever the secondary store is a
disk-like device. These devices are essentially characterized by a signidcant
access time T, and a high transfer rate 1/ Tt . One can thus neglect, as a first
approximation. the contributions of the cluster sizes to the costs of cluster

faults.
Keeping the same notations as before. the final version of our algorithm
will then become:

(a) For all t frcm 1 to n do
ifr,£Rp(t-l) then (',.page fault')
increment by a =8. T, all ~j 's such that i£Rp(t -1) and j =Te:
fi:

= 0 then (. sampling time ')
decrement by ~=sp ,K. Tm all "<1's such that i£Rp(t) and j €Rp(t)

if t mod K
fi.

cd:
(b) For all i and allj<i do
Cl.£j : = aft : = Cl.ij + CLji
od.
Tailoring our algorithm. to a given paging environment will thus essentially

cooststs in inserting in the above algorithm the correct definition of the
resident set of pages Rp(f). The problem is essentially eqUivalent to the one or
defining a resident set of blocks for a given memory policy in a strategyoriented memory policy. A complete coverage of that problem can be found in

references [17] and [18].
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6. Analytieal Study of the Algortthm

We will only consider here the case of our algorithm. applied to programs
to be run under a working set policy. The resident set of pages of these pro~
grams is identical to their 'Work:i:n.g sst and contains all pages that have been

referenced at least once during the last

T

time units. where

7',

the window size.

is the policy's control parameter.

In many other memory policies, including FIFO, LRU. Global LRU and Page
Fault Frequency, replacement decisions are (or may be) triggered by the
occurrences of page faults. Since the most expected result of the clustering
procedure is a reduction in the number of page faults. the clustering pro-

cedure Will thus indirectly i.D.fiuence the fate of all pages, even if they do not
belong to any cluster. For all of these policies but FIFO, it will remain possible
to define a subset of the resident sets of pages Rp (t) such that all pages
belonging to this subset will necessarily reside in memory. while some single
pages residing in memory may not belong to that set [17, 18]. While being
qUite satisfactory in practice. this solution makes the analytical study of the

algorithm very difficult [17].
A more fundamental problem results from the fact that the restructuring
graph only· takes into account

interac~ions

between two pages. which leaves

unanswered the question of detl.ning affinities among more than two pages.
We defined earlier the atrinity

CI;,j

between two pages i and j as the total

space-time product savings that could be achieved by staring the two pages i
and j into the same cluster. It is then reasonable to assume that the affinity
CI;,f/c

among the three pages it j and k should represent the total space-time
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product saVings that could be achieved by storing pages i, j and k into the
same cluster.
It could happen. that none of the expected etrects of the clustering process'
would overlap. The affinity
all pairs or pages in

l1.(jJ:

is then equal to the

~

all affinities between

Ii, j, k I We would have
cz;'jl=

=cz;'i +a.;J:- +ell=(

and we would then speak of rui.ditiUri! alIinities.
However, this is not generally true. Suppose tor instance that we have
obsElrved that storing page i with either page j or k will avoid a given page
fault. Storing i With j and 11: will not save two page faults. In fact, we rather
have
CZ;,,7:s,f1.£j +a,l: +elJ:i.

and no means to estimate

f1.£j +el,"1c +elki - Cl;,il='

The simplest solution consists then of assuming that
add up and to define the affinities among s pages

iI,

i 2,

~inities

... , ~

will always

as being equal to

,

,
"',.",." = j=ll==j+l
~ ~ "<,'.,
Since the algorithm attempts then to maximize an. optimistic estimate of
the etrects of the new page-to·cluster mapping. it tends to minimize a linear
combination of a lower bound of the program's page fault frequency and an

upprn- bound of its memory occupancy. We want to show here that it also
mjnjmizes linear combinations of upper and lower bounds of both indices.
We will suppose that the program to be restructured consists of m pages
of sizes

sp'

After restructuring, these m pages will be partitioned into

7t

clus-
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Rather than restricting ourselves to a specific class of programs whose
behavior can be described by a given stochastic model

ot program behavior. we

will only assume that the·program to be restructured behaves in a' way that

can be accurately described by a stochastic chain having a steady-state solut'ion. From the practiti.oner's viewpoint. this assumption means that the program exhibits an essentially stable behavior, which should obviously be a
prerequisite for any attempt to apply our method.
I·EMMA I: Consider a program whose behavior can be described by a stochastic
chain haVing a steady-state solution. If this program is running under a Working Set policy With a given page-la-cluster mapping (Xl' K 2, .. " .K,J. its page

fault frequency will be bounded by
n

f-. = L; L; Pr[r,=jnj~Rp(t-l)]
;; =tje:K;:

and
n

fmu

= L; L;
i=lj£.l4

Pr[r,=jnj~Rp(t-l)J

- (=1
f; JERi;
L; -L. L; Pr[r,=jnj~Rp(t-l)nkE.Rp(t-l)]
T -1.t~,.t'l"i
where r is equal to the maximum number ot pages per cluster.
PrOOf:
The page fault frequency of the program after restructuring will be equal

to

•

f = L; L; Pr[r,=jn
~=l

which can be rewritten as

i€/G,

n

k~Rp(t-l)J.

.t~ ..t-;
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ft

ft

f = L; L; Pr[r,=jnj.<':R.(t-1)] - L; L; Pr[r,=jnj.<':R.(t-1)n
(:::I1J~

i::::tlJE/4.

U

""R.(t-1)].

tEK(.1;~

The first double sum on. the right-hand side of the last equation is equal to to

the program's page fault frequency before clustering. The second double sum
ft

L; L;

U

Pr[r,=jnj.<':R.(t-1)n

i=ljitlG

""R.(t-1)].

(1)

kEJli,i'l"1.

then represents the sum of the frequencies of all faults that have been avoided
because of the clustering process.

Upper and lower bounds for (1) are respectively given by

and

t

L; ..1- L;

"=1 iElG,

r-l 1:ElG.,I;"";

Pr[r,=jnj.o:R.(t-1)n"o:R.(t-m·

where r is equal to the maximum number ot pages per cluster.

.

T.EMMA IT: Consider a program whose behaVior can be descnbed by a stochastic
chain having a steady-state solution. If this program is running under a Working Set policy With a given page-ta-cluster mapping (K1• K 2 •

•• "

Kn ), its mean

memory occupancy will be bounded by

and
ft

Sma

= L; L;
i=ljERj,

ft

s.Pr[j"R.(t)]

+ L; L;
'£=1

iEKi

L;

s.Pr[k "R,,(t)nj.<':R. (t)]

1t:E1G"le>j

where r is equal to the maximum number of pages per cluster.
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Proof:
After clustering, the program's mean memory occupancy 'W'ill be equal to
_

n

s : L;s,Pr[ U jERp(t)].
je:i4

(=1

where 81. = spcard(Ai) is the size of the i-th cluster. This expression can be

rewritten as
_

S

n

n

= L; L; SpPr[jERp(t)] + L; L; spPr[
'(=1 ilOKf.

;::lje:K1,

U

kERp(t)nj'!:Rp(t)].

.l::e:14 •.I:::IIj

The first double sum on the right hand side of the last equation is equal to the
4

program's mean memory occupancy before clustering. The second double sum
n

L; L; spPr[
\=ljEK(

U

kERp(t)njI:Rp(t)].

.t:EJq, ..e...,.

(2)

represents the increased memory occupancy resulting from the clustering

process.
Upper and lower bounds for (2) are respectively given by

and
n

L; L;
'1:=1 jE.£G

1

-=L;
spPr[kERp(t)njI:Rp(t)].
r -1 J:€../GJ:>i

where r is equal to the maximum number of pages per cluster.

•
THEOREM:: The simpl1fl.ed version of our clustering algorithm with tull sampling
and additive affinities mipimizes linear combinations of lower and upper
bounds for the number of faults and of the mean memory occupancy of all programs, r1mnjng under a Working Set policy, whose behavior can be described
by a stochastic chain having a steady-state solution.

lB.

Proof:
In the version of the algorithm. being considered. all elements r:1.I.j of the

clustering matrix are proportional to

8

T,.Pr(i=r, " i ..: R. (I -1) "j E H.(I -1)]
+8 T"Pr[j=r, "j .<:H.(1-1) " i EH.(I-1)]
-s. TmPr(''':H.(I)''j EH.(I)]
- s. TmPr[j E H.(I)"'.<: H.(I)]
The result of the clustering procedure will be a partition of the m pages into n

clusters Xl- K2. _,., .Kn maximizing
m

2: 2:

"=liE~

m

2:

aJ~ =

.l:E.Ki.b'>j

~

2: {S T,. jEl4.
2:
1:=1

2:

Pr(j =r, " j .<: H.(I -1) "k E H. (I -1)]

1c1!lG,.K'Jllj

Observing that

and
m

2:

\=1

S.

Tm

2: Prfj

E

H.(I)]

je.lii

do not depend on. the page to-cluster mapping, we add them to the objective
4

function and reWTite it either as
m

~

=2: IS T, 2: Pr[j=r, ",,'<: H.(1-1)]
'1:=1

iEJi{

+ (r-1) s. Tm

2: Pr[j

E

H.(I)]

jE14

- § T,

2:

2:

Pr[j=r,,, i,": H.(1-1) " k

E

jElG,. b~ . .t:"f

+s. Tm

2:

2:

iEA; IH:!4.,1:'Jllj

Prfj EH.(I) uk.<: H.(I)]}

H,(1-1)]
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which is equivalent to
A

f_'"

_

=(S Ti
(r-l) T", S-J.
where r is the maximum number of pages per cluster, or as

=«(r-l)§ T, f "'..... T",

S",,;;.

•

7. Empirical Results

A series of trace-driven simulations war's conducted in order to evaluate
the performance of our off·line page clustering algorithm under- a working set
policy. As we pointed out earlier, the Resident set of Pages Rp(t) for this policy contains all pages that have been referenced during the interval (t -7, t].
The traces we used lor our experiments were full traces (instruction and

data references) ot a WATFIV compiler and an APL interpreter collected on an
IBM 360/91 at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. Page sizes were 1.024
bytes for both programs. The WATFN trace was one million reference long and

the APL trace 2.300.000 ,
In order to limit the cost of our study, we decided to use compressed versions ot the traces. The reduction algorithm used to generate the compressed
traces repLaced each trace by a sequence ot "reterence sets", each contai.ni.ng
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the pages being referenced at least once during a time interval of 1,173 refer-

ences.

The

whole process [18], very similar to the "Snapshot Method"

described by Smith [19], is especially well suited to the study 01 program

behavior in working set environments.
Since we were primarily interested in the mechanism used to define
inter-page affi.ni.ties. we decided to use for the clustering phase a very simple
"greedy" algorithm combi..ni.ng at each iteration the two pages having the

highest mutual affinities.
Besides the program, two other factors were considered in our experi-

ments, namely
the control parameter of the memory policy-here. the window size
the fault cost coefficient

T,

and

0:.

The performance indices measured were the number of faults. the total
number of bytes brought in memory and the space-time product of the pro-

gram. Conespoc.ding values of these three indices tor the WATFN trace are
presented in Figures I to

m.

On each graph. the solid line represents the

behavior of the program for various window sizes before any attempt was made
to cluster pages; points on this cW'Ve are thus labelled as "ORIGINAL". Each at
the tour interrupted lines corresponds to measurements that were made at a
given window size-namely, 10, "20. 50 and lOOms-but with dillerent values of ex
varying between 0 and 1,000

Looking at Figure

r.

byte~seconds.

one can see that the clustering process can decrease

the number of faults by at least 50% 'Without causing any corresponding
increases at the program's memory occupancy. For three out at tour window
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sizes, tb.is increase remains negligible as long as a remajns inferior to 5 byteseconds. Figure

n.

on the other hand shows clearly that the total number of

bytes fetched decreases much more slowly than the number

ot page faults.

This observation. already made With program restructuring algorithms tailored
to segmented enVironments, is easy to understand if one considers that the
clustering consists essentially of merging the program's pages into larger
units. Therefore, one should expect to have. for a given memory occupancy,
less page faults but a somewhat higheT byte traffic.

The global et!ect of the clustering process on program performance can
be evaluated by computing the space-ti:m.e products of all versions of the program. FIgure III displays these values for a latency time T, ot lOms and a byte
transfer time of Tt = lO-as/byte. As one can see, the minima of the space~time
product curves corresponding to the clustered version of the program are
much below the curve corresponding to the original version of the program.
All these four mInima correspond to values of a in. the neighborhood of 75
byte~seconds.

Results obtained With the APL trace are very similar to-or even somewhat
better than-these obtained With the WATFTV trace. In particular, one can see
on figure IV that the increases of the program's memory occupancy

rem~

almost negligible for small values of a while the program's page fault frequencies decrease by almost 50%. Figure V on the other hand, show a somewhat
more erratic behaVior for the number of bytes fetched.
shows very dramatic improvements of the

Finally, Figure VI

space~time product

of the clustered

version of the program With the minima occurring for values of ex in the vicinity
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of 1.000 byte-seconds, which is much higher than the values observed for the
WATFN trace.

Experimental data on the performance of our clustering under other
memory policies are still too fragmentary to be discussed here. Nevertheless,
they already indicate that our scheme could also signiiicantly improve the performance of programs to be run under a page fault frequency policy.
8. Conclusions
We have presented here a new off-line page clustering algorithm that can
be tailored to various page replacement policies. The algorithm attempts to
find a page-lo-cluster mapping that minimizes the space-time product of the
programs. Operating essentially otEine, it is much easier to implement than
corresponding on-line schemes.
When applied to programs to be run under a working set policy. the algorithm simultaneously minimizes linear combinations of upper and lower
bounds for page fault frequency and mean memory occupancy of all programs
whose paging behavior can be described by a stochastic model having a
steady-state solution. This was conlirmed by empirical eVidence obtained from
trace-driven simulatioDS, which showed that the method can substantially
improve the performance of a WATFIV compiler and an APL interpreter running
under a working set policy.
We think therefore that off-line clustering constitutes a very promising
technique for improVing the performance of often-used programs running in
paging environments Wiing a

dis~

as secondary store.
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